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BT-3/D-21 43057
TEXTILE CHEMICAL PROCESSING–I

Paper–TT-209A

Option No. : (01)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from

each section. Question No. 1 of Section A is compulsory.

SECTION–A

1. (i) Cotton fabric scouring is done using.

(a) Acetic acid

(b) Sodium hydroxide

(c) Sodium Alginate.

(ii) Polyester require ............... scouring.

(a) Mild

(b) Moderate

(c) Severe.

(iii) Wax is a ............... impurity in cotton.

(a) Natural

(b) Added

(c) ln-process.
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(iv) Cationic dyes are suitable for the dyeing of ...............
fibres.

(a) Polyester

(b) Cotton

(c) Acrylic.

(v) Singeing is done after dyeing in case of

(a) Cotton

(b) Nylon

(c) Acrylic

(d) Polyester.

(vi) Desizing is done to remove ...............

(a) Wax

(b) Starch

(c) lmpurities

(d) Surface dyeing.

(vii) Most preferred singeing machine is ...............

(a) Roller

(b) Plate

(c) Gas.

(viii) Peroxide bleaching takes place by ...............

(a) Oxidation

(b) Reduction

(c) Acidity.



(ix) Mercerisation of cotton increases

(a) Strength

(b) Lustre

(c) Dye uptake

(d) All the above.

(x) A temperature of 200°C may be suitable to heat set

(a) Polyester

(b) Viscose

(c) Cotton

(d) Nylon.

(xi) Which dye is water insoluble

(a) Reactive

(b) Vat

(c) Direct

(d) Acid.

(xii) Tegwa scale is used to check the efficiency of ...........

(a) Singeing

(b) Desizing

(c) Scouring.

(xiii) Winch is used to dye

(a) Fibre

(b) Yarn

(c) Fabric.
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(xiv) Dimensional change is controlled by ...............

(a) Scouring

(b) Dyeing

(c) Heat Setting.

(xv)  ............... retained in fibre after degumming.

(a) Sercin

(b) Fibroin

(c) Gum.

(xvi) Sulphur dyes have poor fastness due to

(a) Washing

(b) Chlorine

(c) Perspiration.

(xvii) Milling is associated with ............... fibre.

(a) Wool

(b) Cotton

(c) Silk.

(xviii)  ............... Dye combination is suitable for P/C blend.

(a) Disperse/Acid

(b) Disperse/ Reactive

(c) Basic/ Disperse.
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(xix) Jet machine is used for the process of which process ?

(a) Printing

(b) Dyeing

(c) Pre-treatment.

(xx) Hypochlorite bleaching is done at ............... pH.

(a) 2–3

(b) 8–9

(c) 10–11. (1×20=20)

SECTION–B

2. Discuss the mechanism of cotton scouring and explain the

process with recipe and relevant technical details. Also, give

the evaluation of scouring efficiency. 20

3. Discuss various types of singeing techniques in detail with

their merits and demerits. 20

SECTION–C

4. Explain in detail the process, recipe and mechanism of

peroxide bleaching. Compare it with sodium hypochlorite

bleaching. 20

5. Explain the physical and chemical changes in cotton during

mercerisation. Also briefly write about barium activity

number. 20
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SECTION–D

6. Give an account of fibre, yarn and package dyeing machines

for bulk production. 20

7. Write short note on following :

(a) Vat dye.

(b) Reactive dye.

(c) Azoic dye.

(d) Metal complex dye. (4×5=20)

SECTION–E

8. Discuss the various methods of silk degumming. Describe

each of them with process conditions required. 20

9. Write note on the following :

(a) Rot and moth proofing of wool.

(b) Weighting of silk. (10×2=20)
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BT-3/D-21 43123
FABRIC MANUFACTURE–I

Paper–TT-207-N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Unit-I (Question no. 1) is compulsory. Answer any one
question from each of the remaining four units. All
questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I
(Compulsory Question)

1. (a) Which type of package is delivered from a precision
winding machine?

(i) Cone

(ii) Warper's beam

(iii) Pirn

(iv) None of the above.

(b) If a yarn fault has a length of 4 cm, then the fault is
classified as per USTER CLASSIMAT is

(i) B

(ii) C

(iii) D

(iv) E.

(c) Which one is the finest yarn?

(i) 40 Tex

(ii) 40 Ne

(iii) 40 Metric Count.
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(d) If a winding machine runs with a speed of 1800 m/

min, then calculate the time required to produce a cone

having 2 kg yarn of 20 tex. (assuming 100% efficiency)

(i) 87.54 min

(ii) 55.55 min

(iii) 67.61 min

(iv) None of the above.

(e) Which type of winding machines does not need anti-

patterning devices?

(i) Precision

(ii) Random

(iii) None of the above.

(f) Which type of warping machine requires lease rods?

(i) Direct

(ii) Indirect

(iii) Ball

(iv) None of the above.

(g) If a weavers beam has 5400 end and the creel capacity

of the sectional warping machine is 600, then the

number of sections will be

(i) 9

(ii) 600

(iii) 100

(iv) 6000.



(h) Which of the fabric is preferred to be passed through
an indirect warping machine?

(i) Yarn dyed patterned cotton fabrics

(ii) Denim fabrics

(iii) Cotton fabrics of poplin fabric

(iv) All of the above.

(i) Which property of sized yarn may lacks as compared
with its parent yarn?

(i) Tensile Strength

(ii) Bending Rigidity

(iii) Breaking Elongation

(iv) Abrasion resistance.

(j) What will be the effect of reduced sizing machine speed
on size add on %?

(i) Increases

(ii) Decreases

(iii) Does not affected.

(k) What is the most preferred fiber for Poly Vinyl Alcohol
based adhesives?

(i) Cotton

(ii) Wool

(iii) Polyester

(iv) Viscose.

(l) Which of the following weaves requires a pointed draft?

(i) 1/1 Plain woven

(ii) 3/1 twill

(iii) 4 end satin

(iv) 4/2 twill.
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(m) Which of the following packages used as an input for
pirn winding?

(i) Cone

(ii) Ring Bobbins

(iii) Spool.

(n) As per Redcliff system, the reed count is

(i) Number of dents per 2 inch

(ii) Number of dents per 1 inch

(iii) Number of dents per 10 cm

(iv) Number of dents per 1 cm.

(o) Starch can be used as an adhesive for

(i) Polyester

(ii) Nylon

(iii) Silk

(iv) Cotton. (15×1=15)

UNIT–II

2. (a) Discuss the features of a random winding machine. Also
deduce a mathematical expression for traverse ratio for
this type of machine. 8

(b) A random winding machine produces a cheese of
following parameters :

Traverse Length = 150 mm, Drum Scroll = 2.5, Drum
diameter = 0.1m, Surface speed of drum = 1600 m/
min, empty package diameter is 40 mm. Then calculate
the traverse ratio at the beginning of the package
formation. 7
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3. (a) Discuss the principles various types of tensioners used

in winding machines. Also discuss the suitable method

used for performance assessment of these tensioners.

8

(b) Calculate the production in kg/8 hour of the winding

machine from the following data :

Yarn Counr = 20 tex, Winding Speed =1400 m/min,

Yarn in ring bobbin is = 90 grams, Yarn in cone is

2.5 kg, Number of clearing breaks is 16 per million

meter, Splicing time = 5 Seconds, Ring bobbin change

time = 2 second, doffing time = 3 minutes. 7

UNIT–III

4. (a) Discuss the working mechanism of a direct warping

machine also mention its preferred application areas.

5

(b) A mill required a fabric length of 15,000 m with width

100 cm. The specifications of the fabric are EPC = PPC

= 24, Warp and weft = 20 tex, warp and weft crimp =

12% and the creel capacity is 550 and the beam capacity

of both types of beams are 400 kg. If a sectional

warping machine will be used for the purpose, then

calculate the number of weavers beam, number of

sections per beam. 10

5. (a) Discuss the various types creels used in warping

machines. Also mention their merits and demerits. 8
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(b) Determine the production in kg per hour if the warping

speed of a direct warping machine is 600 m/min. The

number of ends in the warper beam and the creel

capacity is 600. This machine is running with an

efficiency of 72% and the running English count is 20.

7

UNIT–IV

6. (a) Discuss the nature of stresses developed on warp sheet

in a loom. Also discuss the significance of sizing

weaving curve. 8

(b) Discuss the types creel used in slasher sizing machine.

Also discuss their merits and demerits. 7

7. (a) Discuss the function of wet splitting. Also discuss the

factors that affects the size add on percentage of the

sized yarn. 10

(b) Suggest a suitable size recipe for 100% Polyester yarn.

5

UNIT–V

8. Discuss the objectives drawing in operation. Also discuss

the principle of an automated drawing machine. 15

9. Discuss the utility of reed count. Also mention the drawing

in order 5 end satin and 1/1 plain weave. 15
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BT-3/D-21 43175
YARN MANUFACTURING–I

Paper : PCC-TEX-203A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in total, such that at least one

question from each unit. Question No. 1 is compulsory.

Compulsory Question

1. (i) Unimix associate with 1

(a) Carding

(b) Draw-frame

(c) Blow-room

(d) Speed frame

(ii) The draft between feed roller and licker-in is 1

(a) 100

(b) 1000

(c) 50

(d) 2000

(iii) Linear density of slivers lies in between 1

(a) 1.5–3.5 g/m

(b) 3.5–4.5 g/m

(c) 8.0–9.5 g/m

(d) 14–16 g/m

43175/000/KD/534 [P.T.O.



(iv) Carding action occur when wire point act 1

(a) Point to point

(b) Point to back

(c) Back to back

(d) None of these

(v) Which of these hooks are formed in a majority at

carding 1

(a) Trailing hook

(b) Leading hook

(c) Horse shoe

(d) None of these

(vi) The application of coloring of the fiber called 1

(a) Singing

(b) Oiling

(c) Dyeing

(d) Tinting

(vii) Write down the machine sequences of blow room line

for man-made fiber. 3

(viii) What are the objectives of tinting? 2

(ix) Write the relationship between doubling and coefficient

of variation. 2

(x) Mention advantages and disadvantages of chute feed

system. 2

UNIT–I

2. Explain the different methods of blending along with their

advantages and disadvantages. 15
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3. How the mixing is formulated with the help of scientific

bale management system? Explain its advantages also. 15

UNIT–II

4. What are the objectives of the blow room? Explain the

sequence of machine used in modem blow room and also

any two machines in details. 15

5. What are the causes of lap defects and their remedies?

Explain modern developments in blow room in details.     15

UNIT–III

6. What are the objectives of the carding? With a suitable

diagram explain the working of modern carding machine

and also mention the function of each component of it.  15

7. Explain the different setting used in typical modern carding

machine for processing of man-made fibers. Write some

modern developments in carding machines. 15

UNIT–IV

8. What are the objectives of draw-frame? How the raw material

and process parameters influence the draw frame settings?

Explain in detail. 15

9. Why autoleveller used in draw frame? Explain the working

principal of closed loop type of autoleveller along with its

advantages and disadvantages. 15
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BT-3/D-21 43176
FABRIC MANUFACTURE

Paper : PCC-TEX-205A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Unit-A (Question no. 1) is compulsory. Answer any one

question from each of the remaining four units. All

questions carry equal marks.

1. (a) Cone is prepared by

(i) Warping Machine

(ii) Winding Machine

(iii) Pirn Winding Machine

(iv) Loom.

(b) Uster Classimat is used for the

(i) To check the yarn imperfections

(ii) To check the yarn strength

(iii) To measure the fabric strength

(iv) None of the above.

(c) Which one of the following yarns linear density is the

coarsest yarn?

(i) 30 Tex

(ii) 30 Ne

(iii) 30 Metric Count

(iv) 30 Denier.
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(d) If a winding machine runs with a speed of 1200 m/

min, then calculate the production kg per 8 hours for

30 tex. (Assuming 100% efficiency)

(i) 16.28 kg

(ii) 17.28 kg

(iii) 18.28 kg

(iv) None of the above.

(e) Which type of winding machines need anti-patterning

devices?

(i) Precision winding machine

(ii) Random winding machine

(iii) Pirn winding machine

(iv) None of the above.

(f) Which type of warping machine requires lease rods?

(i) Direct

(ii) Indirect

(iii) Ball

(iv) None of the above.

(g) If a weavers beam has 3000 end and the creel capacity

of the sectional warping machine is 500, then the

optimum number of ends in each section will be

(i) 10

(ii) 8

(iii) 6

(iv) 4.

43176/00/KD/409 2
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(h) Which of the fabric is preferred to be passed through

a sectional warping machine?

(i) Yarn dyed patterned cotton fabrics

(ii) Denim fabrics

(iii) Cotton fabrics of poplin fabric

(iv) All of the above.

(i) How the breaking elongation of the sized yarn changes

after sizing?

(i) Increases

(ii) Remains unchanged

(iii) Decreases

(iv) None of the above.

(j) What will be the effect of increasing of sizing machine

speed on size add on %? (Assuming no changes in

other parameters)

(i) Increases

(ii) Decreases

(iii) Does not affected

(iv) None of the above.

(k) Starch based adhesives is suitable for

(i) Cotton

(ii) Polyester

(iii) Acrylic

(iv) None of the above.
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(l) How many heald frames (Minimum) are required for

to weave a 3/1 twill weave?

(i) 2

(ii) 3

(iii) 4

(iv) None of the above.

(m) Which of the following motions is not an primary

motion?

(i) Shedding

(ii) Picking

(iii) Beat up

(iv) Take up.

(n) As per Stockport system, the reed count is

(i) Number of dents per 2 inch

(ii) Number of dents per 1 inch

(iii) Number of dents per 10 com

(iv) Number of dents per 1 cm.

(0) What will be the number of picks inserted per minute

If the loom R.P.M is 560? The loom is to weave a

plain design.

(i) 280

(ii) 560

(iii) 1120

(iv) None of the above (15×1=15)



UNIT–I

2. (a) Discuss the objectives and types of yarn clearers used

for the automatic winding machines. Also compare

their merits, demerits over each other. (10)

(b) Define the term Traverse ratio. Also discuss the

problems occurred due to variable traverse ratio in

random winding machines. (5)

3. (a) Discuss the methods used for re-joining of yarn in

wing machines. Also discuss the working mechanism

of a pneumatic yarn clearer. (10)

(b) Calculate the production in Kg/8hour of the winding

machine from the following data.

Yarn Count=34s, Winding Speed =1460m/min, Yarn

content in ring bobbin is =12000 meters, Yarn content

in cone is 84,000 m, Number of clearing breaks is 18

per million meter, Splicing time = 3 Seconds, Ring

bobbin change time = 1 second, doffing time = 2

minutes. (5)

UNIT–II

4. (a) Discuss the objectives and the types of warping

machines. Also mention their preferred application

areas, merits and demerits. (5)

(b) A mill required a fabric length of 30,000m with width

160cm. The specifications of the fabric are

EPC=PPC=20, Warp and weft = 30 Ne, warp and weft
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crimp = 12% and the creel capacity is 600 and the

beam capacity of both type of beams are 300kg. If a

sectional warping machine will be used for the purpose,

then calculate the number of weavers beam, weavers

beam length and number of sections required to

complete this order. (10)

5. (a) Discuss the nature of stresses developed on warp sheet

during weaving. Also discuss the significance of

weavability. (5)

(b) Discuss the concept of drying capacity for sizing

machines. Also discuss the working principle of

multiple drying used in slasher sizing machine with a

neat and labelled diagram. (10)

UNIT–III

6. (a) State the definition of reed count. Also mention the

drawing in order of 3/2 regular twill and 7 end satin.

(12)

(b) Discuss the objectives and types of drop wires. (3)

7. (a) Draw the warp-sheet path in a conventional shuttle

loom. Also mention the function of each component

present in the warp-sheet path. (10)

(b) Draw and discuss the significance of loom-cycle

diagram of a shuttle loom. Consider that the loom is

for Plain weave. (5)
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UNIT–IV

8. (a) Define the term Weft Insertion Rate. Discuss the

working mechanism of a overpick loom. Compare its

merits and demerits over the under-pick loom. (12)

(b) The crank shaft R.P.M of a shuttle loom is 260.

Calculate the production of loom in meters for 8 Hours

if the PPI is 36 and the loom efficiency is 84%. (3)

9. Define the term kinematics of sley? Derive an expression

for the acceleration of the sley and determine the angle

where the maximum acceleration will take piace. (15)

43176/00/KD/409 7
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BT-3/D-21 43177
TEXTILE CHEMICAL PROCESSING-I

Paper : PCC-TEX-207A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Question No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt four more questions

from rest of Units, selecting one question from each unit.

(Compulsory Question)

1. (i) Discuss different types of fabric impurities.

(ii) What is GREY in textiles?

(iii) Why do we singling cotton fabric?

(iv) Which enzymes are suitable for enzymatic designing

process?

(v) What is the best test to identify mercerized cotton?

(vi) What are wetting agents? How they work?

(vii) What does beetling do for flax fabrics?

(viii) What is vat dyeing process? Why it is called vat dye?

(ix) Compare between dyes and pigments.

(x) Iodine absorber lest of heat setting. (15)

UNIT–I

2. (a) Describe three main types of singeing process/machines

with their working. Discuss their advantages and

disadvantages over each other.

(b) Why desizing is important in textiles? (10,5)
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3. (a) Discuss in detail types of scouring process. Discuss

the application of scouring in textile dyeing.

(b) Discuss in detail kier boiling process. (10,5)

UNIT–II

4. (a) What are main objective of bleaching? What are the

types of bleaching? Discuss process parameters of

bleaching.

(b) Discuss accelerated bleaching of cotton fabric with

hydrogen peroxide. (10,5)

UNIT–III

5. (a) What is heat setting? Discuss type of heat setting with

reference to (i) shape (ii) crease (iii) elasticity.

(b) Define glass transition temperature. What is the role of

glass transition temperature in heating setting

procedure? (9,6)

6. (a) What is different dyeing technology used for textile

industry? Discuss different types of dyes with chemical

structure.

(b) What is jigger dyeing machine? Jet dyeing machine is

preferred, for which yarn? (10,5)

UNIT–IV

7. (a) What is milling process in wool? What is setting of

wool? Why setting process of woolen fabric is

necessary?

(b) What is crabbing and objective of crabbing? (10,5)

8. What is objective of degumming? What is importance of

degumming in silk? How is a silk degummed using enzyme?

(15)
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BT-3/D-21 43191
UNDERSTANDING HARMONY

Paper : HTM-901A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any five questions by selecting at least one

question from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. What do you mean by Value Education? Why there is a

need of value education? What are the basic guidelines

for value education? 15

2. (a) Self Exploration is a process of dialogue between ‘what

you are’ and ‘what you really want to be’. Explain and

illustrate. 7.5

(b) Explain the role of Education-Sanskar in holistic

development. 7.5

UNIT–II

3. (a) Explain the concept of Imagination. Describe the

possible sources of motivation for Imagination. 7.5

(b) What do you mean by Self regulation? What are the

programs to ensure proper functioning of body?

Explain. 7.5
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4. What is the responsibility of the self towards the body?

How is it fulfilled? ‘The human body is a self organized

unit’. How? 15

UNIT–III

5. What do you understand by Respect? How do we disrespect

others due to lack of right understanding of this feeling?

Explain the problems faced due to differentiation in

relationship. 15

6. “When we are assured of the intention of the other and find

that the competence is lacking, we become a help to the

other. When we doubt the intention of the other, we get into

opposition.” Explain. 15

UNIT–IV

7. Describe the various dimensions of human order required

for the fulfillment of the human goal. 15

8. (a) Describe the four orders in nature. Critically examine

the attitude of humans towards the other three orders

of nature. 7.5

(b) Write a short note on ‘nature (units) submerged in

space’. 7.5

43191/000/KD/533 2
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BT–5/D-21 45070

YARN MANUFACTURING–III

Paper–TT-303A

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Discuss different forces acting on Yarn and Traveler during

spinning. 10

(b) Prove that Ballon tension is maximum at thread guide and minimum

at maximum ballon diameter. 10

2. (a) Mention the advantages and disadvantages of Ring spinning as compare

to Rotor spinning system. 10

(b) Discuss the modern development in Ring frame along with their

significance. 10

UNIT–II

3. (a) Discuss the effect of Fibre properties on Spinning performance and

Yarn quality in Rotor spinning. 10

(b) What are ‘Wrapper’ and ‘Bridging’ fibres ? Discuss different factors

affecting their formation. 10

4. (a) Discuss the effect of Rotor diameter and Rotor speed on Yarn

properties. 10

(b) Mention the development in Rotor spinning to reduce the problem of

microdust. How microdust affects the quality of Yarn produced ?    10

UNIT–III

5. (a) Explain the mechanism of Yarn formation on ‘DREF–III’ spinning

system. How DREF–III is different from DREF–II spinning

system ? 10



(b) Discuss briefly the principle of ‘AIR-Vortex’ spinning system. Mention

the properties and end uses of Yarn spun on this system. 10

6. (a) Explain the principle of Yarn formation on Murata Air-jet Spinner

with suitable diagram. 10

(b) Discuss the Fibre properties requirement in order of their importance

for Air-jet spinning system. Also mention end uses of Air-jet yarn.  10

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Give a comparative assessment of Yarn structure and properties

of Yarn produced on ring, rotor, airjet and friction spinning

system. 14

(b) Mention important properties of a Sewing thread. 6

8. (a) What is COMPACT Spinning System ? Explain the principle of ELITE

Compact Spinning System. Mention advantages and disadvantages of

Compact Yarn over Ring Spun yarn. 14

(b) Briefly discuss different types of Fancy yarns. 6

45070/K/180 2
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BT-5/D-21 45214

TEXTILE TESTING–I

Option–I

Paper–PCC–TEX–301A

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all. Question No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt

other four questions selecting one question from each Unit. All questions

carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. Answer in brief : 1×15=15

(i) Differentiate Random and Perfect Numerical sample.

(ii) What is the difference between absolute humidity and relative humidity?

(iii) What is the effect of moisture on strength of viscose?

(iv) Differentiate between CRL, CRE and CRT principle.

(v) Define the Nep count.

(vi) Which of the following parameters cannot be measured by Baer Sorter

diagram?

(a) Mean Length (b) 2.5% Span Length

(c) Effective Length (d) Model Length.

(vii) In NaOH method for fibre maturity the concentration of sodium

hydroxide is taken :

(a) 10% (b) 15%

(c) 18% (d) 20%

(viii) Equivalent of 30 Tex is around :

(a) 3.33 den (b) 19.69 Ne

(c) 100 metric (d) None of these.



(ix) Stelometer works on the principle of :

(a) CRE (b) CRT

(c) CRL (d) None of these.

(x) Periodic irregularities are caused by :

(a) Eccentric Roller (b) Roller Lapping

(c) Short Fibres (d) All of these.

(xi) At shorter gauge length, yarn strength is always .................. as compared

to longer gauge length :

(a) Lower (b) Higher

(c) Remain Same (d) Zero.

(xii) Area under stress-strain curve measure :

(a) Tensile Strength (b) Work Factor

(c) Work of Rupture (d) Young’s modulus.

(xiii) What are dead fibres?

(xiv) Define the Twist.

(xv) Define the Fibre quality index.

UNIT–I

2. (a) Why testing of textile material is necessary? 6

(b) Discuss the Zoning technique with diagram. Where it is used? 6

(c) What are the basic differences between squaring and cut squaring

techniques? 3

UNIT–II

3. (a) Define the Moisture regain and Moisture content. Derive the relationship

between two. 7

(b) How does Moisture affect Physical and Mechanical properties of textile

material. Explain in detail. 8
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UNIT–III

4. (a) Classify the methods of measuring fibre fineness and discuss one

instrument based on the use of Airflow. 7

(b) Why is it necessary to measure trash content in Cotton? Discuss the

principle and working operation of Shirley trash analyzer. 8

5. (a) Define different fibre properties measured by HVI spin lab along with

the principle of measurement. 8

(b) How various length parameters can be calculated from a fibrograph

obtained from Servo fibrograph? 7

UNIT–IV

6. (a) What is direct and indirect system of yarn numbering? Define the

English Count, Tex, Metric Count and Worsted Count. 7

(b) Classify the methods of twist measurement. Outline the principle involved

in each category. 8

7. (a) Highlight objectionable faults in the fault matrix of classimat with

significance of each type. 7

(b) Explain the principle of Uster Evenness Tester. Define different

parameters measured by this tester. 8

UNIT–V

8. (a) Discuss different factors affecting the tensile testing of textile materials.

6

(b) Why do we measure CSP? 3

(c) Define Tenacity, Elongation, Yield point, Work of rupture, Modulus,

Elastic recovery. 6

9. (a) Explain the principle of Instron tensile tester. Mention different properties

that can be measured on the instrument. 8

(b) Highlight the important details of an instrument used for measuring

yarn hairiness. 7
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BT-5/D-21 45215

YARN MANUFACTURING–III

Paper–PCC–TEX–303A

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all. Question No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt

other four questions selecting one question from each Unit. All questions

carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (i) The number of nozzle in MJS spinning are : 1

(a) One (b) Two

(c) Three (d) Four.

(ii) The Air rotation speed in two nozzle in MJS spinning are : 1

(a) Same (b) Higher for first

(c) Higher for Second (d) Lower for second.

(iii) Maximum strength of yarn will be for : 1

(a) Ring (b) Rotor

(c) Air-jet (d) Friction.

(iv) Which is most important properties of fibre for Air-jet spinning : 1

(a) Length (b) Fineness

(c) Strength (d) Trash.

(v) Wrapper fibre are helpful in building yarn structure for : 1

(a) Ring (b) Rotor

(c) Air-jet (d) Friction.

(vi) Core spun yarn cannot be produced on : 1

(a) Ring (b) Rotor

(c) MJS (d) All of these.



(vii) Sewing thread has twist : 1

(a) S on Z (b) Z on S

(c) S on S (d) Z on Z.

(viii) Injected slub yarn is produced by : 1

(a) Doubling of yarn with different count.

(b) Doubling of yarn of different colour at doubling.

(c) Doubling of two colour roving at ring frame with one intermittent

feeding.

(d) Doubling of two colour roving at ring frame continuously.

(ix) Compact yarn have lower .................. than ring yarn : 1

(a) Abrasion resistance (b) Elongation

(c) Hairiness (d) Strength.

(x) Which spinning system not uses Air for twisting operation : 1

(a) MJS (b) MVS

(c) ELITE (d) MTS.

(xi) Perforted drums are used in which compact spinning system : 1

(a) COM4 (b) Zinser Compact 3

(c) ROCOS (d) All of them.

(xii) The maximum spinning tension in ring spinning is at : 1

(a) Spinning zone (b) Balloon zone

(c) Winding zone (d) Same at all place.

(xiii) With increase in traveller weight : 1

(a) Balloon size increases (b) Breakages reduces

(c) Twist increases (d) Spinning tension increases.

(xiv) Traveller number (ISO) is mass is grams of .............. traveller. 1

(a) 10 (b) 100

(c) 1000 (d) 10000.
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(xv) Which of the following has lowest twisting rate :

(a) Rate (b) Rotor

(c) Air-jet (d) Friction.

UNIT–I

2. (a) What do you mean by Spinning tension, balloon tension and winding

tension. Derive the expression to calculate winding tension and mention

factor affecting it. 10

(b) Compare ring spinning technology with modern spinning technologies.

5

3. (a) List down the modern development occur in ring frame. 8

(b) List down the factors affecting spinning tension in ring spinning. 7

UNIT–II

4. (a) Explain the principle of yarn formation on rotor spinning machine

with suitable diagram. 8

(b) Discuss the economical aspects of rotor spinning for fine and coarse

yarns. 7

5. (a) Discuss the importance of : 9

(i) Rotor (ii) Naval (iii) Doffing tube.

(b) What are wrapper and bridging fibre. How these effect yarn properties

and discuss different parameters that effect their formation. 6

UNIT–III

6. (a) Explain the principle f yarn formation of Dref-2 and Dref-3 spinning

system. Give a comparative assessment of these two systems. 10

(b) Briefly discuss the electrostatic spinning system and mention important

yarn properties. 5

7. (a) Mention the important characteristics of Air-jet yarn along with its

end uses. 5
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(b) Explain the working principle of Murata Vortex Spinning system with

suitable diagram. Differentiate between MJS, MTS and MVS spinning

system. 10

UNIT–IV

8. (a) What is Compact spinning. Discuss the principle of ROCOS compact

spinning system. Mention its advantage over ring yarn 8

(b) What are the basic requirement of sewing threads. How sewing thread

is produced. 7

9. (a) Discuss briefly about structure, properties and end uses of rotor,

Air-jet and ring spun yarns. 8

(b) Discuss the production and properties of different fancy yarns. 7
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BT–5/D–21 45217

FABRIC STRUCTURE & DESIGN

Paper–PCC–TEX–307A

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. What is Colour? How it differs with Light? What are the various theories

of Light and Colour? Discuss with the help of Colour Wheel, various

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Colours. Also describe Colour Harmony

and Contrast of Colour and their utility in designing Textile and Apparel

Products. 15

2. What is Weaving? What do you mean by Weave? What are the basic

Elements of woven design? Illustrate your answer with the help of suitable

diagrams. With the help of suitable weave, explain weave repeat unit,

drafting plan, Lifting plan and Denting plan and Sectional diagram. 15

UNIT–II

3. What do you mean by RIB and Hopsack Weaves? Compare between WARP

RIB and WEFT RIB weaves and cloths. With the help of design, draft,

lifting denting plans and sectional diagrams, draw WARP RIB, WEFT RIB

and Hopsack Weaves. Also discuss how RIB and CORD effects are produced

in Plain Weaves. 15

4. What are Twill and Satin/Sateen weaves? Compare between Twill, Satin

and Sateen weaves. With the help of design, draft, lifting, denting plans

and sectional diagrams, draw 5-end SATIN, SATEEN and Twill weaves.

15

UNIT–III

5. What do you understand by Corkscrew and Honeycomb Weaves? Classify
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different types of Crokscrew and Honeycomb weaves. With the help of

design, draft, lifting, denting plans and sectional diagrams, draw different

design types of Corkscrew and Honeycomb Weaves. 15

6. What is Bedford Cord weaves? How it differs with Welt and Pique weaves?

With the help of neat sketches, discuss the manufacturing techniques of

Bedford Cord, Welt and Pique weaves. Illustrate your answer with the help

of Design, draft, lifting, denting plans and sectional diagrams. 15

UNIT–IV

7. Define the Velvet structures. How it differs with Velveteen structures?

What are the requirements of Velvet/Velveteen stuctures? With the help of

suitable cross-sectional diagrams, draw and design, drafting and lifting

plan of Velvet/Veveteen. How corduroy effect is formed? 15

8. What is Narrow Woven Fabrics? Classify Narrow Woven Fabrics. What

are the different methods of producting Narrow Woven Fabrics and Woven

Label Cloths? Illustrate your answer with the help of neat sketches, suitable

examples and design. 15
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BT-7/D-21 47090
PROCESS CONTROL IN CHEMICAL PROCESSING

Paper : TT-405A/PEC-TEX-413A/TT-417N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in total selecting at least one

question from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (i) Define the tern Quality and Quality control. What are

the importance of quality? (10)

(ii) Discuss in brief factors needs to be considered while

quality and process control. (10)

2. (i) Discuss the various types of defect that may be

observed in the grey fabric. Discuss their impact on

processing . (10)

(ii) Discuss in brief the various stitching defect. How do

you assess the stitching quality of the fabric?  (10)

UNIT–II

3. (i) What are the objectives of singeing? Discuss the various

process parameters of singeing processing. (10)

(ii) What are the relative advantage and disadvantage of

enzymatic desizing ? What are the various parameters

that need to be controlled for various desizing process?

(10)
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4. (i) What is the purpose of heat setting process ? Discuss

In brief the principle of heal setting and the machine

used in the process. (10)

(ii) What are the factors and process parameters that need

to be considered for heat setting process? (10)

UNIT–III

5. (i) Discuss the precautions to be taken at the time of

package dyeing. What are the possible reasons of

uneven dyeing in the package?  (10)

(ii) Discuss the role of following chemicals at the time of

dyeing.

(a) Levelling agent.

(b) Exhausting agent and fixing agent in reactive

dyeing.

(c) Sodium hydroxide and Hydrose in vat dyeing.

(d) Oxidising agent in vat dyeing.

(e) Dispering agent in disperse dyeing. (10)

6. (i) Discuss the purpose of resin finishing and softening

finish in fabric. What are the after effect of these

finishes on the fabric physical properties ? (10)

(ii) Explain the following :

(a) Tendering of Sulphur dyed fabric.

(b) Improved brightness of mercerised fabric.

(c) Reduction of abrasion resistance of resin treated

fabric. (10)
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UNIT–IV

7. How do you check the strength of dyes purchased? Discuss

the chemical nature of the following :

(a) Anti crease Resin.

(b) Softener.

(c) Detergent used in washing of reactive dyed fabric.

(d) Wetting agent.

(e) Binders used in printing. (20)

8. How do you evaluate the efficiency of following process.

(a) Mercerization.

(b) Vatting.

(c) Desizing.

(d) Peroxide bleaching. (20)



Roll No. ....................... Total Pages : 2

BT-7/D-21 47092
ADVANCED CHEMICAL PROCESSING

Paper-TT-417

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. Describe the developments in dyes, dyeing machine and

their applications procedures in detail. (20)

2. (a) Describe application of supercritical carbon dioxide in

textile with associated pros and cons. (10)

(b) Discuss the testing procedure of light fastness with

suitable illustration. (10)

UNIT–II

3. What are the requirements of dyes and ink for digital printing?

Discuss the working of digital printing machine in detail

with its advantages and limitations. (20)

4. (a) What are the limitations of formaldehyde based

finishing agents? Mention various formaldehyde free

anti-crease finishing agents. (10)

(b) Elaborate low wet pick up techniques and advantages

with machine illustration. (10)
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UNIT–III

5. Describe about the light sources (illuminants), standard

observer, beer lambert law and Kubelka Munk equation

used in colour measurement. (20)

6. Write detail note on the following :

(a) Additive and subtracting mixing theories and their

illustration.

(b) Metamerism. (10+10=20)

UNIT–IV

7. Describe the principle of colour measurement on

spectrophotometer with suitable illustration. Give detail

applications of CCM in colour matching and recipe

prediction. (20)

8. Write detail note on following :

(a) Munsell colour measurement system.

(b) CIE colour coordinates in context to hue, value &

chroma measurement. (10+10=20)
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BT-7/D-21 47094
B.TECH.

PROCESS  CONTROL  IN  GARMENT

Paper–TT-433/TT-419/PEC-TEX-411A

Opt. : (02)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each section. All questions carry equal marks.

SECTION–A

1. What do you mean by process planning and control in

garment industry? Mention different production technology

in context to garment industries. 20

2. Write detail note on following :

(a) Time and Motion Study.

(b) Mention the elements of quantitative and qualitative

production analysis. (10×2=20)

SECTION–B

3. (a) What is seam pucker? Discuss its causes and remedies

of the different types of seam pucker. 10

(b) What is the seam quality related common defects?

Explain with examples and neat sketches. 10
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4. Classify stitch classes for woven and knitted garments. Also
discuss application with advantages and disadvantages .  20

SECTION–C

5. (a) Write a short note on quality aspects of industrial sewing
threads with suitable examples. 10

(b) How is sewability assessed? Mention the importance
of needle cutting for seam quality. 10

6. Write about the fibre types, thread construction and thread
sizes in detail for sewing thread selection. 20

SECTION–D

7. (a) Elaborate various quality control aspects of garment
exports. 10

(b) What are the functions and objectives of quality control
and quality assurance? 10

8. How does inspection affect the quality of apparel
manufacturing? Discuss inspection standards and inspection
systems in apparels. 20
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BT-7/D-21 47189
TECHNICAL TEXTILES–I

Paper : TT-401N/PCC-TEX-401A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from

each section. Question 1 of Section A is compulsory.

SECTION–A

(Compulsory Question)

1. (a) Define Woven and Nonwoven Geotextiles.

(b) Define Technical Textile.

(c) Define Geogrid.

(d) What is the importance of automotive safety devices.

(e) What are the requirements of Geotextile.

(f) What is the use of filter media.

(g) Which particular weave produces tightest and most

rigid single layer filter and why.

(h) What are the fabric characteristics required for nylon

tyre cord fabrics.

(i) Define filter efficiency.

(j) Why is carbon fibre considered more suitable for

technical textiles. (1.5×10=15)
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SECTION–B

2. (a) What are technical textiles? Discuss different types of

technical textiles with their applications.

(b) Explain technological innovations supporting

advancements of technical textiles. (10+5=15)

3. (a) Write detailed note on technical fibres, role of yarn

and fabric construction along with composites.

(b) What are desirable requirements of materials to be used

as technical textiles. (7+8=15)

SECTION–C

4. (a) Explain the filtration techniques for different filtration

media with examples.

(b) Discuss the theory of dust collection and solid liquid

separation. (10+5=15)

5. (a) Elaborate Mathematical model for filtration.

(b) Write a note on pore size and particle size in reference

to filtration. (8+7=15)

SECTION–D

6. (a) Discuss the applications of Geotextile.

(b) How can the life of geotextile in soil be tested.

(10+5=15)
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7. (a) Describe various types of Geosynthetics and their uses.

(b) Highlight the fibre requirements of geotextiles. What

is the test generally performed on geotextiles?

(8+7=15)

SECTION–E

8. (a) Discuss in detail application of textile in aircraft and

marine.

(b) Outline the processes used to produce airbags and seat

belts for passenger's cars. (10+5=15)

9. (a) How can be textile be considered as structural elements

in transport vehicles.

(b) How can textile be used in hose and filters of

automotive. Discuss in detail. (7+8=15)



Roll No. ....................... Total Pages : 3

BT-7/D-21 47189
TECHNICAL TEXTILES–I

Paper : TT-401N/PCC-TEX-401A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from

each section. Question 1 of Section A is compulsory.

SECTION–A

(Compulsory Question)

1. (a) Define Woven and Nonwoven Geotextiles.

(b) Define Technical Textile.

(c) Define Geogrid.

(d) What is the importance of automotive safety devices.

(e) What are the requirements of Geotextile.

(f) What is the use of filter media.

(g) Which particular weave produces tightest and most

rigid single layer filter and why.

(h) What are the fabric characteristics required for nylon

tyre cord fabrics.

(i) Define filter efficiency.

(j) Why is carbon fibre considered more suitable for

technical textiles. (1.5×10=15)
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SECTION–B

2. (a) What are technical textiles? Discuss different types of

technical textiles with their applications.

(b) Explain technological innovations supporting

advancements of technical textiles. (10+5=15)

3. (a) Write detailed note on technical fibres, role of yarn

and fabric construction along with composites.

(b) What are desirable requirements of materials to be used

as technical textiles. (7+8=15)

SECTION–C

4. (a) Explain the filtration techniques for different filtration

media with examples.

(b) Discuss the theory of dust collection and solid liquid

separation. (10+5=15)

5. (a) Elaborate Mathematical model for filtration.

(b) Write a note on pore size and particle size in reference

to filtration. (8+7=15)

SECTION–D

6. (a) Discuss the applications of Geotextile.

(b) How can the life of geotextile in soil be tested.

(10+5=15)
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7. (a) Describe various types of Geosynthetics and their uses.

(b) Highlight the fibre requirements of geotextiles. What

is the test generally performed on geotextiles?

(8+7=15)

SECTION–E

8. (a) Discuss in detail application of textile in aircraft and

marine.

(b) Outline the processes used to produce airbags and seat

belts for passenger's cars. (10+5=15)

9. (a) How can be textile be considered as structural elements

in transport vehicles.

(b) How can textile be used in hose and filters of

automotive. Discuss in detail. (7+8=15)
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BT-7/D-21 47191
ADVANCED CHEMICAL PROCESSING

Paper : PCC-TEX-403A/TT-405N

Opt.–I

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from

each Section. Question No. 1 is compulsory. All questions

carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. Answer the following :

(a) How do ecoenzyme works in wet processes?

(b) What can supercritical CO
2
 be used for?

(c) How does Jet printing work?

(d) Can an inkjet print on fibre?

(e) Why antimicrobial treatment is required for textile

material?

(f) What is light source in textile industry? Explain.

(g) What do you understand by zero formaldehyde finish?

(h) What is whiteness index?

(i) What do you understand by light fastness rating?

(j) Define Lambert-Beer law. (1.5×l0=15)
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SECTION–A

2. What do you understand by reactive and disperse dye?

Discuss the main difference between the two and also discuss

their mechanism of working. 15

3. What do you understand by ecofriendly wet processing?

Discuss various types of enzymes used in this processing.

15

SECTION–B

4. (a) Discuss the types of digital printing. Discuss the various

inks used in digital printing.

(b) Discuss the processing and performance properties of

poly-siloxanes based softness. (8,7)

5. Write short note on the following :

(a) Antimicrobial finishing of textile.

(b) Low wet pick up technique. (8,7)

SECTION–C

6. Which standard illuminant is recommended for colour

viewing and colour measurement? 15

7. Write short note on tristimulus values and metamerism.    15
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SECTION–D

8. Discuss the spectrophotometric curves and their relationship

to perceived colour. What is the difference between

spectrophotometry and colorimetry. 15

9. (a) What are five primary colours of Munscll colour system?

Discuss the system based on 3 properties of colour.

(b) What do you understand by computer-aided colour

matching and recipe production? (8,7)
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BT-7/D-21 47191
ADVANCED CHEMICAL PROCESSING

Paper : PCC-TEX-403A/TT-405N

Opt.–I

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from

each Section. Question No. 1 is compulsory. All questions

carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. Answer the following :

(a) How do ecoenzyme works in wet processes?

(b) What can supercritical CO
2
 be used for?

(c) How does Jet printing work?

(d) Can an inkjet print on fibre?

(e) Why antimicrobial treatment is required for textile

material?

(f) What is light source in textile industry? Explain.

(g) What do you understand by zero formaldehyde finish?

(h) What is whiteness index?

(i) What do you understand by light fastness rating?

(j) Define Lambert-Beer law. (1.5×l0=15)

47191/00/KD/726 [P.T.O.



SECTION–A

2. What do you understand by reactive and disperse dye?

Discuss the main difference between the two and also discuss

their mechanism of working. 15

3. What do you understand by ecofriendly wet processing?

Discuss various types of enzymes used in this processing.

15

SECTION–B

4. (a) Discuss the types of digital printing. Discuss the various

inks used in digital printing.

(b) Discuss the processing and performance properties of

poly-siloxanes based softness. (8,7)

5. Write short note on the following :

(a) Antimicrobial finishing of textile.

(b) Low wet pick up technique. (8,7)

SECTION–C

6. Which standard illuminant is recommended for colour

viewing and colour measurement? 15

7. Write short note on tristimulus values and metamerism.    15

47191/00/KD/726 2
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SECTION–D

8. Discuss the spectrophotometric curves and their relationship

to perceived colour. What is the difference between

spectrophotometry and colorimetry. 15

9. (a) What are five primary colours of Munscll colour system?

Discuss the system based on 3 properties of colour.

(b) What do you understand by computer-aided colour

matching and recipe production? (8,7)
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BT-T/ D-21: 47336 

OEC-TEX-417A: Statistics Analysis 
 

Time: 3 Hours]                       [Max. Marks: 75 

 

Note: Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from each unit. Question No. 1 is 

compulsory.  

 

Compulsory Question 

Q.1 (a) Define stratified random sampling.    (2+2+3+2+4+2) 

(b) What do you mean by sample? 

c) A bag contains 6 red, 5 white and 4 black balls. If two balls are drawn, find the 

            probability that none of them is red. 

(d) What do you mean by level of significance? 

(e) Show that the coefficient of correlation is the geometric mean of coefficients of 

             regression. 

(f)  Define sampling distribution. 

 

Unit-I 

Q. 2(a) Explain the various methods that are used in the collection of primary data, pointing out 

      their merits and demerits.         (10+5) 

Q. 2(b) Write a short note on simple random sampling.   

 

Q. 3(a) The distribution of age of males at the time of marriage was as follows:   (10+5) 

 

        Age(in years.): 18-20        20-22          22-24          24-26          26-28         28-30           

        No. of males:   5               18               28                 37              24                 22                   

        Find at the time of marriage 

(i) The average age (ii) The model Age  (iii) Median Age 
 

Q. 3(b) Discuss the following terms and give two example of each. 

(i) Histogram  (ii) Box Plot  (iii) Ogives 

 

Unit-II 

Q. 4 Find the Quartile Deviation, mean deviation from mean, standard deviation, skewness and 

        kurtosis of the given data.        (15) 
 

       Age:        20-30       30-40       40-50        50-60       60-70  70-80      80-90 

       No. of person:       3             61               132            153           140              51            2   

 

Q. 5 (a) Define classical and statistical definitions of probability and also discuss the merits and 

               demerits of classical and statistical definitions of probability.  

Q. 5(b) In a bolt factory, machine A, B and C manufacture 25%, 35% and 40% of the total 

               product respectively, of these output 5%, 4% and 2% respectively are defective bolts. A 

               bolt is drawn at random from the product and is found defective. What are probabilities 

               that it was manufactured by machine A, B or C?    (8+7) 



Unit-III 

Q. 6(a) Discuss a hypothesis. What type of hypotheses do you know? Discuss each of them with 

the help of example.         (8+7)   

Q. 6(b) How would you test the significance for difference of means of two large populations? 

Q.7 Describe the fixed effect model for two- way classification, stating clearly the assumptions 

          involved.          (15) 

 

Unit-IV 

Q.8 Explain what are regression lines. Why are there two such lines? Also, show that the 

            regression co-efficients are independent of the change of origin but not of scale.    (15) 

Q. 9(a) Calculate Pearson’s coefficient of correlation for the following data:   (9+6) 

X:     65      66      67      67      68      69      70      72 

Y:     67      68      65      68      72      72      69      71 

Q. 9(b) Show that the co-efficient of correlation is independent of change of scale and origin of 

            the variables 
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TECHNICAL TEXTILE–II

Paper–TT 402N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all. Question No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt

other four questions selecting one question from each Unit. All questions

carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Which substance may be best suitable as Biodegradable and

Biocompatible material from the following : 1½

(i) Polyester (ii) Polypropylene

(iii) Kevlar (iv) Sericin.

(b) Choose the wrong statement in context to super absrorbent polymeric

materials : 1½

(i) it needs multiple hydrophilic sites.

(ii) it should have significant amorphous region to swell.

(iii) it should have cross linking sites and crystalline structure.

(iv) None of them.

(c) Suture must have : 1½

(i) biodegradability and biocompatibility.

(ii) high strength along with good dye ability.

(iii) high strength and biodegradability.

(iv) All of them.



(d) LOI of flame retard textile materials should be : 1½

(i) 0 (ii) 0–10

(iii) 10–20 (iv) High as much possible.

(e) Choose the wrong statement in context to Water proof or Water repellent

textile materials : 1½

(i) Air and Water vapour both are not permeable to Water proof

fabrics.

(ii) water vapour is not permeable to Water proof fabric.

(iii) Air is not permeable to Water repellent fabric.

(iv) Water repellent fabric is being used to manufacture breathable

apparels.

(f) Which material may be best suitable for protective textiles : 1½

(i) Kevlar. (ii) Polyester.

(iii) Nylon. (iv) Polypropylene.

(g) Buildtech has applications in : 1½

(i) awnings. (ii) canopies.

(iii) ropes. (iv) all of them.

(h) Enumerate various field of technical textiles. 1½

(i) Mention the suitable polymeric materials required for manufacturing

of sanitary pads and hygiene products. 1½

(j) Elaborate properties required in parachute fabric. 1½

UNIT–I

2. Classify the various segments of technical textiles and their prospects in

today’s markets. Describe the role of technical textiles in COVID 19 pandemic.

15
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3. What do you mean by Medical textiles? Discuss the Medical textile products

along with their applications in details. 15

UNIT–II

4. Elaborate the Physical and Chemical properties required in ballistic

protective textile material. Describe the phenomenon associated in ballistic

protection. 15

5. Write detail note on flame retardant textile and their evaluation methods.

15

UNIT–III

6. Describe the following : 7½×2=15

(a) Smart textiles.

(b) Electromagnetic radiation protective textiles.

7. Discuss the clothing for extreme climate conditions. 15

UNIT–IV

8. Discuss the detail applications of textiles in agriculture field. 15

9. Write note on the following : 7½×2=15

(a) Sportech.

(b) Buildtech.
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Note : Attempt five questions in all. Question No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt

other four questions selecting one question from each Unit. All questions

carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (a) Which is not an objectives of Cost accounting ? 1

(i) Determining selling price.

(ii) Providing Basis for Operating Policy.

(iii) Determining and controlling efficiency.

(iv) None of these.

(b) Which is not the element of cost : 1

(i) Labour (ii) Material

(iii) Expanse (iv) All of the above.

(c) A large angle of incidence means the company : 1

(i) Making profits at a higher rate

(ii) less variable cost

(iii) High P/V ratio (iv) All of the above.

(d) Which is note a Capital budgeting techniques of below : 1

(i) External rate of return

(ii) Accounting rate of return

(iii) Net present value

(iv) Payback period.



(e) Payback method of budgeting control do not consider : 1

(i) Cash inflow (ii) Economic life

(iii) Time (iv) Investment.

(f) What do you mean by contribution? 2

(g) Explain prime cost with suitable examples. 2

(h) Briefly explain discounted cash-flow method for Capital budgeting.

4

(i) Explain profitably index for Capital budgeting. 2

UNIT–I

2. (a) What are the different classification of costing? Explain them with

suitable examples form textile industries. 8

(b) Discuss following used in inventory costing : 7

(i) GMROI (ii) Reorder points and its type.

3. (a) Explain the concept of process costing. How it differ from job costing?

10

(b) Discuss the usefulness of the costing. 5

UNIT–II

4. (a) What do you mean by P/V ratio? How does it related to the break-

even point? 8

(b) Explain the meaning of the following term and show them on Break-

even chart : 7

(i) Break-even point (ii) Margin of safety

(iii) Angle of incident.

5. (a) What is the objects of Capital expenditure budgeting? 5

(b) How is Capital budgeting controlled? 5

(c) What are different finance options available in Industries? 5
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UNIT–III

6. (a) Briefly discuss costing process with help of some suitable assumed

values in spinning industry. 8

(b) What is yarn realization? How can be it improved? 7

7. (a) What do you mean by depreciation? Explain the fixed rate method

and diminishing cost method for the calculation of depreciation cost.

8

(b) What are important cost component in costing of printing per meter

of fabric? 7

UNIT–IV

8. (a) What are the commonly followed labour allocation techniques in textile

industry? 8

(b) Enlist the different quality component adopted in textile industry. 7

9. (a) What are types of waste generated at different stages during spinning

process? 7

(b) How do the waste reduction can be achieved at different stages of

weaving? 8
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Note : Attempt five questions in all. Question No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt

other four questions selecting one question from each Unit. All questions

carry equal marks.

Compulsory Question

1. (i) What does ‘TUFS’ stand for? 1×15=15

(ii) Define the term ‘Dew point’.

(iii) What is Noise?

(iv) What do you understand by Humidification?

(v) Define the term ‘Product Mix Depth’.

(vi) Why is ‘Zero defects’ an important concept?

(vii) What do you mean by Inventory?

(viii) Name any four sources of artificial lights in textile industry.

(ix) What is ‘NEPA diamond’ symbol?

(x) Classify various types of maintenance systems.

(xi) What is the importance of ‘Linear Programming Concept’?

(xii) What is the unit of measurement of noise?

(xiii) What is the relation between light and illumination?

(xiv) What is the permissible noise level for a continuous exposure of 8

hours as per ISO recommendations?

(xv) What do you understand by ‘Work assignment’?



UNIT–I

2. (a) Discuss the structure of Indian textile industry. 8

(b) Discuss the causes of sickness in Indian textile industry. 7

3. Define the term layout. Discuss various types of layouts and their relative

merits and demerits. Which type of layout, would you prefer for processing

mill? 15

UNIT–II

4. (a) What is Supply Chain Management? Discuss the process views of a

supply chain. 10

(b) What is Economic Order Quantity? Explain the relationship b/w cost

and quantity. 5

5. (a) Define the term ‘Product Mix’? Discuss the various dimensions of

product mix. 5

(b) What is ABC analysis? Discuss this technique to reduce inventories.

10

UNIT–III

6. What are the different types of maintenance? Briefly discuss each method.

What schedules are to be followed in a composite mill for effective

maintenance controlling? 15

7. (a) Discuss the Energy consumption in various sections of a ring spinning

unit. How do you reduce the consumption of Energy in a ring spinning

unit? 10

(b) How do you decide the work load of a worker? 5

UNIT–IV

8. What are the goals of a Fire prevention program? Describe the Fire prevention

strategies in a textile mill. 15

9. (a) What are the safety measures to be adopted to handle material properly

in an Industry? Illustrate with suitable examples. 10

(b) What are the measures of a good working environment? 5
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Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from each Unit.

Question No. 1 is compulsory.

Compulsory Question

1. Answer the following : 1½×10=15

(i) What is Lyotropic solution ? Give example.

(ii) What do you understand by High performance fibres ?

(iii) What is the difference between Rigid and Flexible Polymer ?

(iv) Mention the monomers of KEVLAR fibres.

(v) Why does HDPE show high impact resistance ?

(vi) Mention the drawbacks of Spectra fibres.

(vii) Is Carbon graphite Fibre ? Justify.

(viii) What are the precursors commercially successful for manufacturing of

Carbon fibres ?

(ix) Define Optical Fibres.

(x) What is numerical aperture in Optical fibre ?

UNIT–I

2. Suggest the points of difference between Kevlar and Nomex fibres. Also

give a brief account of the structure, properties and applications of Nomex

fibre. 15

3. Discuss the production process and structure of PBO fibre, along with

applications. 15



UNIT–II

4. What are “Carbonization” and “Graphitization” ? How is Carbon Fibre

manufactured from PAN precursor ? 15

5. What are the advantages of Gel spinning ? Explain Gel spinning technique

with reference to specific fibres. 15

UNIT–III

6. Discuss the material used, working principle and manufacturing process of

Optical fibre. 15

7. How do Hollow fibres differ from conventional Solid fibres in properties

and applications ? Describe manufacturing process and applications of

Hollow fibres. 15

UNIT–IV

8. Discuss the production techniques, properties and application of Glass

fibre. 15

9. (a) Explain the concept, features and end-uses of membrane technology

for hi-performance applications. Also give relevant examples. 7

(b) Write a note on production, properties and applications of biaxially

oriented Films and Fibres. How are they useful ? 8
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BT-8/ D-21: 48243 
TT-420N: Nonwoven Technology 

Time: 3 Hours]                       [Max. Marks: 100 

 

NOTE: Attempt any five questions taking at least one question from each Unit. Q 1 is compulsory 

 

1. i) Define Web 

ii) What is Non-woven? 

iii) Compare between Woven and Non-woven structure 

iv) What are Barbed Needles? 

v) Compare between Fusing and Non-fusing material 

vi) What is Stitch Bonding? 

vii) What are the uses of Non-wovens? 

viii) What is Adhesive Bonding? 

ix) What are Bonding agents? 

x) Write various Bonding techniques 2x10=20 

 

UNIT-I 

2. What do you understand by Web Formation Techniques? Compare between Conventional and 

Unconventional Web formation techniques. With the help of neat diagram, Show the passage of 

material through Parallel and Cross Laying Techniques. Discuss the advantages and 

disadvantages  of above web formation techniques.  20 

 

3. What are NONWOVENS?  Classify different types of NONWOVENS.  With the help of neat 

diagrams and suitable examples, explain the sequence of  NONWOVEN production steps. Also 

explain various types of fibres which are used for the manufacturing of NONWOVENS. 20 

 

UNIT-II 

4. What do you mean by MECHANICAL BONDING? What are NEEDLE PUNCHING  

machines? Discuss in detail the sequence of NONWOVEN production by above  machines and 

its applications. Also, discuss the various  machine parameters of NEEDLE LOOM and its effect 

on fabric properties.  20 

 

5. What are the STITCH BONDING techniques of NONWOVEN production?  With the help of 

neat sketches, discuss the sequence of STITCH BONDING techniques of NONWOVEN 

production. Also discuss the uses of above machines.  20 

 

UNIT-III 
6. What do you understand by CHEMICAL BONDING techniques of NONWOVEN production?  

With the help of neat diagram, explain the passage of material through  ADHESIVE BONDING 

techniques of NONWOVEN production. Also explain different types of bonding agents, their 

characteristics  and  applications 20 

 

7. What are THERMAL BONDING techniques of NONWOVEN production?  How it differs with 

CHEMICAL BONDING techniques? With the help of neat sketches, discuss the manufacturing 

techniques of  THERMAL BONDED  NONWOVEN.  Also explain merits and demerits of  

Bonding techniques using Thermal Bonding. 20 

 

 

 



UNIT-IV 
8. Classify different types of Nonwoven Defects. What are the various controlling techniques of 

Defect reductions in Nonwovens?  With the help of neat sketches,  explain the different test 

methods for measuring quality of NONWOVENS. Also, mention different end uses of 

Nonwovens. 20 

  

9. What are the different methods of Finishing techniques of Nonwovens? With the help of neat 

diagram, explain the finishing process of Nonwovens. Also discuss the effect of chemical 

finishing on the properties of Nonwovens. 20 

 

 


